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Abstract: Renewable energy power plants and transport and heating electrification projects are being
deployed to enable the replacement of fossil fuels as the primary energy source. This transition
encourages distributed generation but makes the grid more weather-dependent, thus reducing its
inertia. Simultaneously, electrical network operators face voltage, frequency, and stability challenges
at the distribution level. Networks were not designed to manage the stochasticity of renewable energy
sources or the congestion caused by the new transport and heating demands. Such challenges are
commonly addressed through infrastructure reinforcements. This review studies how energy storage
systems with different carriers can provide a collaborative solution involving prosumers as ancillary
services providers at the distribution level. We focused on the European urban context; thus, we
analyzed renewable energy sources, batteries, supercapacitors, hydrogen fuel cells, thermal energy
storage, and electric vehicles. A thorough review of successful implementations proved that including
storage in one or more carriers benefits the distribution system operators and the prosumers, from
both technical and economic perspectives. We propose a correlation between individual energy
storage technologies and the ancillary services they can provide based on their responses to specific
grid requirements. Therefore, distribution system operators can address network issues together with
the prosumers. Nevertheless, attractive regulatory frameworks and business models are required to
motivate prosumers to use their assets to support the grid. Further work is recommended to describe
the joint operation of multiple storage technologies as multicarrier systems, focusing on the coupling
of electrical and thermal energy storage. Additionally, how ancillary services affect the energy storage
system’s aging should be studied.

Keywords: ancillary services; battery energy storage; flexibility; multicarrier energy storage systems;
thermal energy storage systems

1. Introduction

As the global trend in energy is to displace fossil fuels as the primary source of
electricity, transport, and heat production, alternatives such as renewable energy sources
(RESs), electric vehicles (EVs), and heat pumps (HPs) are playing a significant role in the
energy transition. Following the Renewable Energy Directive (2018/2001/EU), the power
generation in the European Union has to achieve 32% from RESs by 2030 [1] (or eventually
40% if the proposal in [2] is approved), under the Regulations on the Internal Market
for Electricity (2019/943/EU) [3]. However, a massive deployment of renewable energy
sources distributed generators (DGs) without the integral participation of the stakeholders
in the energy supply chain (see Figure 1) can cause a series of problems in the grid. Those
problems are described in Section 2.
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Figure 1. Energy market supply chain and stakeholders.

With the scheme presented in Figure 1, when installing RESs, the users are not only
mere consumers but become prosumers actively participating in the energy exchange with
the grid. This transition causes unprecedented alterations in the energy flux, as the effects
of the DG are nonlinear concerning the penetration level [4,5]. Owing to the improve-
ments in batteries’ efficiency and reductions in price [6], electric vehicle sales are increasing
and battery energy storage systems (BESSs) are more commonly installed together with
RESs. The effects of energy storage systems (ESSs) on the grid still need to be investi-
gated [7]; however, an appropriate deployment, combined with RES and EV in distribution
networks, can improve the grid’s performance, as well reduce the adverse effects of DGs
on them [6–9].

Numerous projects studies been conducted to combine different assets such as RESs,
BESSs, and EVs in various configurations, creating microgrids [10]. It is considered a smart
grid when those microgrids react to the needs of the electrical network. A business case
is needed to evaluate the feasibility of microgrids, as the conditions are different among
countries or even cities within the same country. In [11], key performance indicators were
proposed to validate the feasibility of deploying a smart grid in Greece under the context
of the One Network for Europe (OneNet) project. Although the smart grids studied by [10]
presented encouraging results, extrapolating them to different scales is not straightforward.
Scalability, replicability, and interoperability are the main challenges to generalizing the
results from a local experiment [12]. Therefore, researchers are working toward under-
standing the behavior of smart grids under different conditions to forecast their scaled
outcomes [12].

Complementary to the electrical energy exchange, systems can participate in heat
exchange and regulation [13]. This kind of multicarrier energy system (MCES) involves
a transversal approach, considering the production and storage of electricity and heat,
allowing the bidirectional flow of energy, and is open to including different technologies
associated with each system component. As expected, the energy management systems
(EMSs) face challenges regarding the control strategies, as they need to consider com-
munication infrastructure [6,9], energy management algorithms [6,9], weather conditions
forecast [9], and demand response predictions [14], to mention some.

Despite the challenges mentioned above, there is consensus in the literature that
adding thermal energy storage systems (TESSs) provides a more integral approach to
smart grids and cities. In this scenario, the prosumers collaborate with the distribution
system operators (DSOs) through ancillary services to keep the grid operating in the
most favorable conditions [15–20]. Therefore, the motivation of the present study was to
investigate, through an exhaustive review, the ancillary services that a multicarrier energy
storage systems (MCESSs) can provide to reduce the effect of DGs on the distribution grids.
A selection of relevant reviews is presented in Table 1. As can be seen, previous reviews
did not describe a correlation between MCES sand ancillary services, and a comprehensive
study on the implementation of MCESSs as ancillary services providers has not been
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reported in the literature. The contributions of this study are: first, to determine the
correlation between ESSs in different energy carriers with the ancillary services they can
provide second, to identify potential benefits of using multicarrier energy systems. It
was found that implementing energy storage systems from different carriers diversifies
the ancillary services (i.e., the flexibility) prosumers can offer to the grid. The role of each
subsystem is highlighted, and recent case studies are presented as evidence. However,
further work is required to fully understand the behavior of more complex MCESSs to
optimize the outcome.

Table 1. Findings and research gaps of recent reviews.

Main Topic Major Findings Research Gaps Ref.

Challenges associated
with smart grid
implementations.

Identification of the main challenges to transforming the existing
power network into a smart grid.
ESSs can balance the supply and demand mismatch through
ancillary services.

Aggregation of multiple ESSs in the
low-voltage network.
The effect of combined ESSs.

[21]

Capacity sizing
methods, power
converter topologies to
interface multiple ESSs,
architectures, control,
and EMS to couple two
or more ESSs.

When multiple ESS sare coupled, the trend is to couple a
high-power storage system to meet transient power behavior and
a high-energy storage system to supply energy in the long term.
The most common combination of ESSs is BESSs with
supercapacitors.
Time delays between control layers affect the overall operation
and stability.

Aggregation of multiple microgrids.
Consider ancillary services.
Inclusion of thermal energy systems.
Multiobjective sizing methods for
several coupled ESSs.

[22]

How EV chargers can
provide ancillary
services to system
operators.

Classification of the ancillary services available.
Identification of the ancillary services EV can provide to the DSO
and TSO theoretically and which are on a commercial stage.
Identification of the actors involved.

Ancillary services from other ESS than
EV.
Smart charging infrastructure to
diversify the commercial stage ancillary
services available.

[23]

The techno-economic
and regulatory status of
energy storage and
power quality services
at the distribution level.

Including RESs causes reluctance by the DSO, as they change
their business models, generally seen as profit loss instead of new
business opportunities.
BESSs distributed in the grid will play a significant role in the
implementation of RESs, but their deployment has to consider
the total BESS life cycle.
BESS can address grid issues through ancillary services as long as
such services are appropriately recognized and rewarded by the
DSO.

Quantification of the effects of deploying
ESSs.
The impact of combined ESSs.
Aggregation of multiple ESSs in a
low-voltage network.

[24]

Analysis of potential
ancillary services for
transmission level and
distribution level
networks.

Voltage control, congestion management, and peak shaving are
the most suitable ancillary services at the distribution level.
Primary frequency control, reactive power control, and peak
shaving are more effective for the transmission level.
Centralized and distributed ESSs are reliable alternatives for
ensuring grid stability.

Considers the ESSs as assets of the DSO
or TSO.
Aggregation of multiple ESSs.
Network equivalent models.

[25]

Coordination strategies
of multiple microgrids
in the distribution
network.

Identification of aggregation strategies to provide ancillary
services and market participation.
Aggregated microgrids have the potential to facilitate the
inclusion of RESs into the grid.
Standardization for interconnection and interoperability to
participate in the energy market.
Standardization in cyber-security.

Considers the microgrids as assets of the
DSO or TSO.
Inclusion of thermal energy systems.

[26]

Planning and
deployment of DGs and
ESSs, including their
barriers and
technologies available
for implementation.

Identification of recent planning and allocation strategies for DGs
and ESSs.
Identification of uncertainty modeling methods for DG and ESS
planning.

Correlation of the ESS and the needs of
the system operators.
Considers the microgrids as assets of the
DSO or TSO.
Inclusion of thermal energy systems.
Grid failure studies on the distribution
level.
Multiobjective sizing methods for ESS.

[27]

This paper is organized as follows: the main problem is analyzed in Section 2.
Section 2.1 lists the main strategies to displace fossil fuels as the primary energy source;
Section 2.2 details the main effects those strategies are having on the grid. The emerging
solutions to address those effects are mentioned in Section 2.3. Section 3 explores the
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ancillary services prosumers can provide to the grid. As sources of integral solutions,
multicarrier energy storage systems are detailed in Section 4. The results are discussed in
Section 5, and Section 6 presents the main conclusions.

2. Problem Description

The CO2 level in the atmosphere, among other greenhouse gases, has dramatically
increased since the Industrial Revolution. Despite being hard to define, a point of no return
is an already discussed threat [28]. In response, authorities worldwide have proposed
strategies and policies toward the transition to RES, electric mobility, and, more recently,
the electrification of heating systems to displace fossil fuels as the primary energy source,
for instance, the Paris Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals 7 and 13 at the inter-
national level; most countries have set their own environmental goals [29]. Despite those
efforts, by 2020, only 11.4% of global energy consumption was produced by renewable
energies (6.4% hydro, 2.2% wind, and 1.1% solar) [30,31] (Individual metrics by country
can also be found.). Unavoidably, some obstacles have appeared in the process, especially
in urban areas due to reduced space, as shown in Figure 2, necessitating new solutions.
We investigated multicarrier energy storage systems as possible sources of flexibility by
supporting grid operators in urban areas through ancillary services.

Figure 2. Causes and effects of the transition to RESs, resulting in the need for integral solutions.

2.1. Traditional Solutions to Displace Fossil Fuels

From the energy perspective, several strategies have been considered to mitigate the
anthropogenic contribution to the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere. In 2018, the distri-
bution of the global total energy consumption by final use was 51% thermal, 32% transport,
and 17% power, whereas renewable energy supplied only 10.9% (5.2% thermal, 1.1% trans-
port, and 4.6% power) [29]. Specific measures are considered per sector, highlighting
RESs in power generation, electric mobility in transport, and heating electrification in heat
production. This section presents the status and goals of the solutions implemented to
displace fossil fuels as the primary energy source per sector.

2.1.1. Renewable Energy Sources

In the last two decades, the share of renewable energy sources has consistently in-
creased yearly. Wind and solar installed power have increased notably when analyzing
each source individually during the last decade. However, their contribution is still not
comparable with other RES, such as hydropower or biomass. Nonetheless, this increasing
trend might not be enough to accomplish Sustainable Development Goal 7 [32]. Cost-wise,
PV and wind systems’ deployment capital and operational expenses have decreased due to
technological improvements, manufacturing processes, and incentives from tax authorities
in multiple countries [33].
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Both centralized plants and distributed generation have caused many challenges as
RESs gained ground in the energy mix, which can be addressed with different energy
storage strategies [34–36], but more studies are required. A significant challenge is that
both PV and wind depend on mid- and long-term weather predictions, the variability in
which is enhanced due to global warming. Furthermore, the datasets used to estimate the
generation potential from renewable sources use historical measurements and different
numerical models, which do not necessarily converge when compared [37]. This mismatch
causes a proportional behavior between the increase in weather-dependent RESs and their
deployment and integration complexity on the existing network.

2.1.2. Electric Mobility

In 2020, the transport sector consumed around 60% of the global oil demand [32].
However, electric vehicle (EV) sales are consistently rising as a measure to change the
primary energy source for the sector from fossil fuels to electricity [38]. Three critical
mitigation responses were proposed in [39] to reduce the transport CO2 emissions: avoid
and reduce the need for motorized travel, shift to more environmentally friendly transport
modes, and improve the efficiency of transport modes, where electric mobility plays a
key role. Regarding the last point, smart charging devices for EVs are constantly being
developed by research groups worldwide, with approaches such as charging profiles [40],
wireless charging [41], increasing the process efficiency [42], or decreasing the charging
time [43], for instance, in the attempt to reduce the effects on the grid. The requirements for
electrical mobility exceed the vehicles and their charging stations: urban planning must be
considered and electric systems reinforced, as the demand will increase to meet the power
requirements [44,45].

2.1.3. Heating Electrification

Given that more than half of the total final energy consumption is dedicated to heat-
related processes, being only 10.2% from renewable sources [29], heating electrification
is expected to play a significant role in the energy transition. Multiple authors agree on
the potential of heat pumps (HPs) [46–48]; other technologies, such as heat pipes, are
other promising alternatives to fossil fuel-based heating systems [49]. Three major techno-
economical obstacles were analyzed in [50]. First, electricity is more expensive than fossil
fuels, resulting in a less profitable solution unless distribution companies implement new
utility tariffs or business models. Second, the nature of the local energy mix, i.e., If the
primary energy source of the mix is already fossil-fuel-based, increasing the power demand
will likely result in more greenhouse gas emissions, requiring more high-level solutions.
Third, heat pumps consume more energy under very low temperatures due to the larger
compression ratios, low heat production, and frosting, resulting in less attractiveness
compared with conventional heating systems. Hence, integral solutions involving new
products, optimization, and energy management and exchange systems are required.

2.2. Undesired Effects of Distributed Generation on the Grid

Grid managers need to be able to control the production and flow of energy among the
transmission and distribution networks to ensure their stability. When energy sources are
transitioned from controllable fossil fuel plants to RESs, numerous nonlinear phenomena
manifest on the grid, as they were not designed for RESs or DGs. This section briefly
presents the counterproductive effects DGs (mainly PV) causes on the network. Table 2
presents a list of reported issues.
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Table 2. Reported unexpected outcomes on grids due unplanned DG deployment.

Phenomenon Detail Proposed Solution Ref.

Loss of inertia and
frequency shifts

The effect of different levels of PV and wind in Jordan’s national
grid was analyzed, resulting in a penetration of over 40% that
would compromise the frequency stability of the system due to a
reduction in its inertia.

As a neighboring country,
the interconnection with Egypt can
support the system.

[51]

Voltage issues Circuits operate at, or near, their limits for the connection of any
further DG in southwest England. High-voltage network reinforcement. [52]

Voltage issues
Overvoltage surpasses the 110% limit in rural low-voltage grid in
Portugal, given the low load required near the injection point,
forcing an intermittent connection of the inverter to the grid.

[53]

Voltage issues
Voltage fluctuation due to grid congestion produced by generator
start-ups to supply the demand planned to be met by wind farms
in Germany.

Export of excess power to neighboring
countries. [54]

Power curtailment and
grid congestion

Increase in installed PV and wind systems in Italy caused grid
congestion and power curtailment.

Development of a smart grid and use of
dynamic line rating to reduce the power
curtailment levels from 1% to 2%.

[54]

Power curtailment and
grid congestion

The German regulations give DGs priority access to the grid
infrastructure, which, added to the single price zone electric
market, created severe grid congestion, resulting in 4.7 TWh
curtailed due to feed-in management in 2015.

Development and implementation of a
congestion management strategy on the
distribution level to provide flexibility as
an alternative to power curtailment.

[55]

Power curtailment Power curtailment in China of 17.1% in wind and 10% in solar
during 2016.

Enhance consumption near the injection
point, implement subsidies and feed-in
tariffs, and ultra-high-voltage (UHV)
transmission.

[56]

Uncertainty of
long-term effects

Islanded systems, such as Crete and Cyprus, would be more
affected by the massive deployment of RESs due to their
stochasticity.

The interconnection of Greece (Attica
Crete), Cyprus, and Israel allows high
penetration of RESs while providing a
secure match between demand and
supply, reducing the need for
fossil-fuel-based plants.

[57]

Uncertainty of
long-term effects

By 2011, The Netherlands implemented several policies to ensure
the network infrastructure could support the incoming power
plants to supply the increasing demand, creating uncertainty for
the transmission system operators regarding the grid’s costs and
the market’s behavior.

[58]

Utility rate variations

A study about the reaction of the electrical utility market related
to the mass implementation of DGs in Brazil demonstrated that
utility companies need a solid framework to regulate the DGs,
as their advantages still need to be fully understood.

Implement strategies and models to
understand the effect of DGs at the
micro and mini level to implement more
efficient utilities.

[59]

2.2.1. Grid Congestion

A fundamental disadvantage of PV and wind power as energy sources compared
with fossil fuels is their inherent dependency on weather conditions (e.g., solar irradiance,
temperature, and wind speed), causing stochastic behavior of the instantaneous output
power. Due to their noncontrollable nature, the bigger the share of PV or wind in the
energy mix, the less inertia the network will have, as inertia comes from the kinetic
energy of rotating generators [60]. Sudden variations in local weather conditions can cause
disturbances in energy production, increasing the probabilities of power swings due to
the weakened frequency response and reducing the reliability of the power supply quality.
At the same time, the seasonal variability in the PV systems is significant (especially in
higher latitudes): a property that can intensify the mismatch between the demand profile
and the PV generation curve, even under clear-sky conditions.

2.2.2. Overvoltage

The traditional electrical grid infrastructure was designed to have a central power
injection point, which the grid operator can regulate. However, distributed generation
can lead to excessive power flowing through the low-voltage lines, causing reverse flow,
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thus increasing the system voltage [61,62]. Unbalances between the lines can also cause
overvoltage [61,63]. In [64], it was found that low-power (6 kW) single-phase PV inverters
could cause voltage variations of up to 2% in low-voltage networks (higher values are
unlikely, yet not impossible). Others [65] concluded that overvoltage is the dominant
effect when defining the PV penetration limit on low-voltage systems. DSO relies on
thermal generators to address overvoltage, diminishing the reduction in GHG emissions
achieved by deploying RESs as distributed generators. As thermal generators will deprecate
due to environmental goals, DSO need to find alternatives to compensate for the power
imbalances [66].

2.2.3. Underused Capacity Due to Power Curtailment

Increasing the RES share in the energy mix is intended to reduce CO2 emissions; how-
ever, [67] evidenced that it is a misconception that maximizing RESs without considering
their effect on the whole energy system always lowers CO2 emissions. PV and wind power
plants usually need to be overdimensioned to counteract the weather variability [68]; thus,
power needs to be curtailed, resulting in lost energy and frequency shifts. Multiple research
groups have studied this effect and proposed strategies to exploit the curtailed power,
including coordinated power compensation algorithms [69], battery storage [70], EV charge
coordination [71], and introducing electric heaters and heat storage [72]. Nevertheless,
the energy is either lost or traded with neighboring countries in most cases, requiring
transmission network improvements [73].

2.2.4. Uncertainty in Long-Term Effects on Grid Stability

The stability of the grid is one of the biggest concerns for grid managers. They re-
quire information on how the demand changes over time and how they can control the
production in real time to address sudden power fluctuations and avoid causing problems
for the prosumers, consumers, and the network. With environmental targets, such as the
Paris Agreement or Sustainable Development Goal 7, renewable energy distributed genera-
tion incorporates stochastic energy production and distribution behaviors. Additionally,
the electrification of heating and the consistent growth in EV penetration make the produc-
tion vs. demand comparison forecasts more complex. According to [29], between 2017 and
2018, there was a 63% increase in the global number of electric passenger cars; moreover,
the usage of RESs in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) supplied around
10% of the energy; yet, there has been slow progress in policy support.

2.2.5. Utility Rate Variation

Distributed energy resources also consistently affect the profile of electricity prices [5].
As explained by [74], the current trend is transitioning from dependent customers to more
independent prosumers. To cover the energy purchase reduction, as the utility’s cost does
not accordingly decrease, the rates will increase, encouraging consumers to transition and
urging new utility business models compatible with the distributed generation scheme.
At the same time, current regulations are required to establish the framework for those
new business models. These regulations are designed to minimize the risk instead of
creating synergies between the parts of the energy supply chain [75,76]. The current policies
are mostly net metering and feed-in tariffs, which successfully stimulate decentralized
generation but might cause mid- and long-term problems, as they need to consider the
effects of DGs on the grid [77]. For that reason, new policies should focus on establishing
energy-sharing guidelines and allow full participation of disadvantaged and vulnerable
communities [78].

2.3. Emerging Solutions

Multiple strategies have been proposed to overcome the energy transition challenges
produced by RESs and DGs in electrical networks, as shown in Table 2. We focused on
how energy storage systems from different carriers can provide flexibility through ancillary
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services in urban areas, as is discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Although we focused on the
technical perspective, regulatory solutions are also being developed to modernize the
policy frameworks.

From the technical perspective, the solutions found in the literature can be classified
into two different yet mutually dependent groups. The first is energy modeling and control
strategies for energy management systems (EMSs). These strategies aim to maximize the
usage of the network’s infrastructure while minimizing losses and adverse effects. A com-
parison of different optimization strategies used in microgrids worldwide is presented
in [79], classifying the methods as deterministic, metaheuristic, artificial intelligence, or oth-
ers, providing insights into their best applications. The second, developing or upgrading
existing devices to execute the energy management algorithms, such as ESSs, converters,
and other novel devices, is equally important.

A progressive regulatory framework is also required for a successful transition. Such
frameworks include policies designed for more dynamic energy flow and consider all the
parts in the value chain, avoiding governance barriers to adequate RES project deploy-
ment [78,80]. In this context, multiple strategies have constantly been proposed, including
new utility models more suitable for the new generation scheme [81] and incentives that
encourage prosumers to participate in energy exchange [77]. From the policymakers’
perspective, [66] mentioned the most relevant codes for electricity markets in Europe,
referred to as the Target Model, which includes: the EU Directives 2009/72/EC, 2019/944,
and 2019/943, and the EU Commission Regulations 2017/2195, 2017/1485, 2015/1222,
and 2016/1719. Additionally, technical standards are continuously being developed and
adjusted worldwide, aiming to establish the operating parameters to be used in the regu-
lations intended to minimize adverse effects on the network, such as UL 1741 [82], IEEE
519 [83], IEC 61727 [84], and EN 50160 [85]. From boh the policy and technical perspectives,
the responsibility of stability control is assigned to the transmission system operators.

Despite previous efforts to establish working frameworks, they tended to be monodis-
ciplinary. For example, the Smart Grids Architecture Model framework, developed by
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, the European Committee for Elec-
trotechnical Standardization, and the European Committee for Standardization, exclusively
addresses the technical components, ignoring the social aspects [86]. What is more, the en-
ergy market has barriers related to uncertainty about the performance of the RESs, the effect
of DGs and ESSs on electrical networks, privacy policies, and the lack of incentives for
prosumers, among others [66,87,88]. Consequently, numerous smart grid projects prema-
turely fail [89]. Some authors, such as [11,90], mentioned that the new business models
should compensate storage system owners based on the imbalances they can cover, either
individually or aggregated, as well as the eventually accelerated aging caused by support-
ing the grid. For instance, the results in [90] showed a return on investment between 9.5
and 19.1 years when BESSs are deployed to provide frequency balancing in the Italian
wholesale market, which might not be attractive to investors, as the expected life of a BESS
is between 5 and 15 years.

3. Ancillary Services

As early as 2008, Ref. [91] recommended a proactive DG transition, allowing grid op-
erators to take advantage of the systems to increase the network’s performance. However,
as pointed out in [92], and following what is presented in Table 2, most of the challenges
are currently solved by reinforcing the infrastructure to handle the new power sources
or exporting the energy to neighboring countries (which usually requires infrastructure
improvement). Instead, actively including the DG system assets in energy exchange, espe-
cially as BESSs and EVs are more commonly included within DG systems, can also be a
solution. Multiple authors [92–96] recommended more flexible electric systems oriented
toward cooperative energy exchange business models, exploiting the DG systems as ancil-
lary services providers. This section details the primary ancillary services of distributed
systems with electric energy storage systems that can be provided to the grid (Note that
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the inclusion of BESSs with RESs in DGs is not dependent on all of the studied ancillary
services, meaning that some of them do not require BESSs, RESs, or both). We assumed that
higher power and energy costs imply a higher operational cost. Therefore, grid operators
desire that some consumers purchase power in a cheaper, lower-demand timeframe so the
power demand is more evenly distributed throughout the day.

A summary of successful implementations and proofs of concept is shown in Table 3.
The results demonstrate an increase in the power quality of the grid due to reductions in the
rate of the change in frequency and voltage fluctuations, thus, in power losses. Nonetheless,
new utility models are required to increase the profitability of ESS implementation. Like-
wise, some ancillary services can provide support when thermal systems are implemented.
For instance, using TES to reduce the heat load at the community level (peak shaving) or
controlling the head demand either controlled by an intelligent thermostat or through the
direct control of heat pumps (demand response), reducing the fluctuation in temperature
in both cases.

Table 3. Representative cases of reported outcomes of ancillary services through DG systems.

Ancillary Service Detail Results Ref.

Reactive power control
Simulation using the IEEE 9-bus system, considering
synchronous generators and a cluster of coherent grid-following
DGs under different control strategies.

Controlled power converters enhanced
the network performance, reducing the
rate of change of frequency.

[97]

Reactive power control

Simulation of a Newcastle, Australia, rural network using a
33-node network with 11 loads on medium voltage, with data
collected on PV generation, loads, and network voltage from trial
sites.

Reduction of curtailment loss and
overvoltage. [98]

Energy arbitrage
Multiple scenarios were studied in the Belfast City Hospital,
Northern Ireland, using different BESS and PV combinations and
dimensions to provide grid services and energy arbitrage.

BESS is not economically viable for
arbitrage alone, but it is if income from
other ancillary services is included.
Revenue increases with the increase in the
BESS power.

[99]

Peak shaving

A peak shaving strategy with different BESS sizes was
implemented on a test house, representative of a typical house in
Northern Ireland, without considering the heating consumption
in the measurements.

The peaks were reduced to less than 5%of
their initial magnitude and duration and
avoided between 70% and 90% of the
energy exports. The system is hardly
viable with flat tariffs, but incentive tariffs
would result in profit.

[100]

Peak shaving

The economic feasibility of a water tank thermal energy storage
system connected to district heating and a heat recovery system
in Trondheim, Norway, was tested after implementing a thermal
peak-shaving strategy.

The system was able to shave up to 39% of
the thermal load and increase waste heat
self-use 27%, resulting in 9% savings on
annual heating costs.

[101]

Frequency balancing

A combination of a BESSs and supercapacitors is proposed to
provide enhanced frequency response in the U.K. market,
considering the minimum required capacity for each ESS and
proposing a power management strategy based on allocating the
power so that the SoC of the BESS remains near a reference value.

Incorporating the supercapacitor reduced
about20% the usage of the BESS, and the
power management strategy reduced the
variation in the SoC of the BESS.

[102]

Frequency balancing

Simulation using the IEEE 33-bus system and historical data from
the Australian Energy Market Operator, considering the BESS
provides frequency control services with a per-use-share rental
strategy.

The strategy was proven as economically
viable and reliable. [103]

Voltage control
A 21-node system within a 3.09 km line was simulated, including
households, an office building, a school, and a store, studying the
effect of BESS, EV, and home energy storage systems.

An adequate combination of EV, BESS,
and home energy storage systems
consistently reduced the voltage
fluctuation at the end of the line.

[104]

Voltage control

The North Cyprus power system (132 kV on transmission and 66
kV subtransmission, 49 busbars, 60 transmission lines,
a Y-connected capacitive filter, 432 MW of power plants, and 2.27
MW of DG) was studied to analyze if DGs can improve the
voltage profile in the network.

If the DG locations are chosen correctly,
the system can operate within safe limits
with a penetration level of 50%, achieving
a 36.5% reduction in active power loss.

[105]
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Table 3. Cont.

Ancillary Service Detail Results Ref.

Congestion
management

A congestion management algorithm was tested in the H2020
InterFlex demonstrator in The Netherlands (26 EV charging
points of 22 kW, a 250 kW/315 kWh BESS, and a 260 kWp PV
system that supplies 350 apartments through two 630 kVA
transformers), based on the loss of life of a transformer and the
DSO’s financial risk of a blackout due to overloading.

The algorithm successfully predicts the
load pattern, allowing a decision-making
model to monetize the required flexibility.

[106]

Demand response
Three villages in Portugal clustered the consumers with similar
consumption patterns and implemented a demand response
strategy.

Reduction in the household energy bill. [107]

Demand response

A home energy management system was combined with a smart
thermostat to control household-power-shiftable loads, including
BESSs and EVs, under Turkey’s time-of-use and feed-in tariff
rates.

A reduction of 53.2% on the daily costs
was achieved under Turkey’s time-of-use
and feed-in tariff rates.

[108]

Demand response A TESS was implemented to reduce the required cycles of an air
source heat pump.

The fluctuation in the outlet water
temperature was reduced, while the unit
decreased the number of on–off
operations.

[109]

Direct load management
A home energy management system (HEMS) was implemented
in a single-family villas category in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, aiming
to achieve a net zero energy home.

Reduction in the household energy
consumption by 37% compared with the
energy use index in ASHRAE 100-2015,
modifying the luminance level and the
HVAC load.

[110]

3.1. Reactive Power Control

Section 2.2 mentioned that the uncontrolled injection of active power in the grid causes
voltage increases, leading to undesired overvoltage. The DSO is responsible for ensuring
voltage stability. Currently, network operators use thermal generators to compensate for
power fluctuations; however, due to environmental goals, such plants will be decommis-
sioned in the short and mid term, requiring for new sources of reactive power control [66].
Reactive power handling can balance this effect. Modern inverters can independently
control active and reactive power under the inverter-allowed apparent power, increasing
the RES hosting capacity of the local network [111,112]. Reactive power control can more
than merely compensate for the effect of RES active power injection on the grid. DSOs
may use the reactive power supply from distributed generators to ensure voltage quality of
the network at lower voltages than thermal generators, typically used at high voltage lev-
els [112]. Nevertheless, the IEEE Standard 1547 does not allow any inverter interconnected
with the grid to adjust its voltage using reactive power compensation [113]. Therefore, DG
cannot provide reactive power compensation, thus, forcing the DSO to invest in alternatives
instead of considering collaborative solutions.

3.2. Energy Arbitrage

The power demand on the grid is not constant over time; yet, it usually has a periodic
pattern during the day, with expected peaks that depend on the circuit needs [114]. For that
reason, DSOs usually have dynamic tariffs, where power and energy are more expensive
during high-demand or peak hours [115]. From a financial approach, consuming energy
when it is cheaper would result in a cost reduction opportunity. However, consumption
mostly depends on activities; thus, moving the consumption periods outside the peak
hours is only sometimes an option. Given that, BESSs can provide a profitable solution.
The energy can be purchased when it is cheaper and used when it is more expensive
without affecting daily activities, as demonstrated by [116]. From the grid perspective,
it also reduces the grid’s congestion because the demand increases in low-consumption
periods and decreases during high-consumption periods, decreasing the demand gap
during the day.
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3.3. Peak Shaving

Similar to the energy arbitrage modus operandi, peak shaving can reduce the build-
ing’s power peaks consumed from the grid during high-demand intervals. Under this
scheme, however, the intention is to reduce the costs related to power instead of energy
(which would eventually occur, depending on the utility model) [117]. From the grid
perspective, the effects are similar. However, as the intention is to flatten the power con-
sumed from the grid, it reduces its variability. Peak shaving allows a smoother energy
exchange, preventing reverse current flow and voltage rise [117]. Multiple approaches
have been applied in the literature to achieve this effect, considering the power source and
implementation scale. A summary of the state-of-the-art methods can be found in [118].

3.4. Frequency Balancing

Traditionally, electric systems were designed for bulk-power plants with synchronous
generators. On the other hand, RESs, more specifically variable renewable generation
(e.g., wind or PV), are primarily inverter-based nonsynchronous energy sources. For that
reason, increasing their share in the energy mix can lead to a more significant rate of change
in the frequency and frequency deviations [119]. Nevertheless, modern inverters have
frequency management functions that, when combined with a BESS, contribute to the
network to reduce frequency deviations even further than conventional generation, due to
their faster power response [120], building the concept of virtual inertia [121].

3.5. Voltage Control

erratic voltage behavior caused by an unevenly distributed high penetration of RESs
on the grid is a significant challenge. Grid administrators have developed and implemented
different control strategies to mitigate this effect to fulfill interconnection and power quality
standards [122], such as IEEE 1547 [113] or ANSI C84.1 [123], respectively. However,
the inclusion of BESSs can mitigate the volatility in the power flow, as demonstrated
by [124]. The energy produced by power peaks can be stored and consumed or injected
back into the grid. Hence, DGs with BESSs can provide inertia to the grid regarding voltage
variations, if coordinated.

3.6. Congestion Management

When multiple distributed energy sources are included in the network, uncertainty in
the energy flow is included in the system, creating congestion issues at the transmission
level [125]. BESSs can manage the congestion in transmission lines to inject, store, or
consume energy based on local or global network requirements, conducting the power
flow [25,125]. Thus, if RESs and BESSs are coordinated in a smart grid, energy can be man-
aged following local demand, reducing the congestion in the power lines at higher levels.

3.7. Demand Response Management

If the utility tariffs are known beforehand, the end-users can adapt their consumption
as a response according to changes in the power and energy costs; this behavior is defined
as demand response management [126]. In this context, demand response algorithms com-
monly choose the heating and air conditioning loads. HVAC systems are often controllable
loads that can be manipulated owing to the thermal inertia in rooms and flexible tempera-
ture setpoints. As long as comfort is not compromised, especially in high-latitude countries,
they represent a significant share of urban energy consumption [127,128]. Furthermore,
demand management can be beneficial not only for the consumers from the economic
perspective but for DSOs from a technical perspective; the power demand during peak
hours decreases, and the load behavior supports the grid in maintaining the frequency
after power swings [126,129].
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3.8. Direct Load Management

As shown in [126], some authors considered direct load management as a category of
demand response management. The difference is that direct load management algorithms
modify the load in real time to meet the smart grid requirements, optimizing the energy
consumed by specific loads as much as possible, and not only responding as pricing changes
in energy. Consequently, the loads to be managed should be flexible enough, and some
studies recommend HVAC, heat pumps, and EV as preferred considering their impact on
the instantaneous power consumption [130,131]. Likewise, the Internet of things (IoT) and
smart meters were also considered [132].

4. Multicarrier Energy Storage Systems

In Section 3, electric ancillary services were studied; however, heating systems can
provide similar services under specific energy system architectures. Multicarrier energy
systems are multiple-input, multiple-output systems that combine different energy types,
such as thermal and electrical, as shown in Figure 3. An optimized MCES obtains better
performance than when each system works individually. Considering the complexity of the
MCES, we analyzed only the storage elements, as the contribution focuses on the ancillary
services that multicarrier energy storage systems can provide as part of an MCES. Therefore,
Section 4.1 mentions the main strategies to model MCESs. In Section 4.2, multiple ESSs are
proposed as possible elements of a multicarrier energy storage system. Section 4.3 provides
an overview of the state of the art of combined storage systems as part of MCESs.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the energy flow of a multicarrier energy storage system, where PPV represents
the instantaneous power produced by the PV system, PBESS represents the instantaneous power
provided/consumed by the BESS, PC represents the instantaneous power provided/consumed by
the converter, PEV represents the instantaneous power provided/consumed by the EV converter (in
some topologies, the EV charger is directly connected to the main converter; in others, the charger
is connected to the electric bus), PHP represents the instantaneous power consumed by the HP, PL

represents the instantaneous power consumed by the electric loads, PG represents the instantaneous
power consumed from/delivered to the grid, QSC represents the instantaneous heat produced by the
solar collectors, QHP represents the instantaneous heat produced by the heatpump, QTESS represents
the instantaneous heat provided/consumed by the TESS, QB represents the instantaneous heat
produced by the boiler, QL represents the instantaneous heat consumed by the thermal loads, and V̇G

represents the instantaneous flow of gas consumed from the grid.
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4.1. Mathematical Modeling of Multicarrier Energy Systems

Describing the behavior of multicarrier energy systems depends on the correlation
between each energy system considered in the designed topology and its components.
For instance, a simplified schematic is presented in Figure 3, where the energy flows among
the chosen devices are indicated. MCESs can provide suitable frameworks to combine elec-
trical and thermal ancillary services if adequately implemented. Additional elements can be
added to achieve the desired topology, e.g., wind systems, biofuel systems, cooling systems,
supercapacitors (SCs), or hydrogen fuel cells. Because of the complexity, multiple modeling
approaches have been proposed in the literature to overcome the challenge of simulating
complex MCESs, including graph-based [133], port-Hamiltonian [134], probabilistic [135],
stochastic [136], and information gap decision theory [137].

4.2. Elements in Multicarrier Energy Storage Systems

Considering the different requirements, a synergic combination of various ESSs would
provide a more extensive range of possible ancillary services, as each ESS has individual
applications. ESSs provide crucial support to the transmission system operators (TSOs) and
distribution system operators during blackouts. This section considers electric, thermal,
and chemical storage devices and electric vehicles (note that electric vehicles can behave as
both a storage device and a controllable electrical load, according to the EMS algorithm).

Mechanical energy storage systems, particularly pumped storage hydropower (PSH),
are promising solutions. As a mature technology, PSH has the highest installed capacity
worldwide. Its most common applications are short- and long-term energy management,
back-up, and black start [24]. Nevertheless, it is geographically limited and requires
extensive environmental studies and permits, making it challenging to locally implement
PSH in urban areas [138]. As we focused on European urban environments, we did not
include them in the present review; however, the advantages of mechanical energy storage
are described in [24,138].

Multiple key performance indicators (KPIs) are available to compare different ESS
technologies. To compare technologies independent of the application, the most common
KPIs are: the cost per unit of energy, the number of cycles (life), power range, energy
density, and efficiency. For specific applications, one can use the levelized cost of storage
(LCOS), as it depends on the number of cycles per year, the depth of discharge, and the
discharge duration. Figure 4 shows a comparison summary of the studied elements, where
the performance ranges for the main attributes are presented. Figure 5 depicts the energy
availability, response times, and power ranges for the ESSs we considered within our
scope. Although we did not extensively cover PSH in this work, we included it in Figure 5
as a comparison point for the other ESSs, given its relevance and suitability to provide
ancillary services when it can be incorporated into the grid. For both figures, the literature
survey was performed using general searching terms. The references were selected based
on citation metrics (number of citations of the paper and rank of the journal), date of
publication, and consistency with other publications.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the reported performance of the main attributes of different energy storage
systems. The colored area represents the range between the best- and worst-case scenario reported
in the literature per attribute. Note that the increases in the graphs are on a logarithmic scale in
all attributes but the efficiency. (a) Reported performance of Li-ion batteries [126,139,140]. (b) Re-
ported performance of supercapacitors [126,139,140]. (c) Reported performance of hydrogen fuel
cells [126,139,140]. (d) Reported performance of thermal energy storage [140–144]. The power on this
graph represents the heat transfer rate.

Figure 5. Comparison of the reported available power and energy, starting from the reaction time,
of different energy storage systems [138,139,145].

4.2.1. Battery Energy Storage Systems

Battery energy systems store energy based on an electrochemical process. Multiple
chemistries have been developed to enhance their performance, increasing the energy
density and decreasing costs, including lead-acid, nickel-metal hydrate, and lithium-
based [146]. Traditionally, lead-acid batteries were used as a backup in electrical systems.
However, in the last decade, the prices of lithium-based batteries have dramatically de-
creased, which, added to their superior performance, has allowed more complex and
reliable uses for the batteries [147]. A comprehensive review on the integration of BESSs
into distribution systems was conducted by [6], including a comparison of the three main
technologies of Li-ion BESSs. Table 4 presents a comparison of the best and worst perfor-
mance found for different metrics per technology

The energy storage market includes other technologies, such as flow batteries (high-
lighting chemistries based on vanadium [148], but also zinc, iron, copper, and halides [149]),
and salt batteries (e.g., sodium-sulfur [150], sodium-nickel-chloride [151], and sea-salt [152]).
However, some of those batteries are still in early stages or development (e.g., flow bat-
teries not based on vanadium and the sea-salt battery). On the other hand, some mature
technologies are incompatible with the urban requirements despite having advantages over
the lithium-based BESSs that can be used in other contexts. For instance, vanadium-based
flow battery cost per energy unit is about one-third of that of lithium technologies [153],
but its energy density is almost one order of magnitude lower [154], making it unsuitable
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for applications where high energy densities are required. Molten-salts batteries, such
as sodium-sulfur and sodium-nickel-chloride, have energy densities similar to those of
lithium-based technologies but operate at temperatures above 100 °C and up to 400 °C,
which raises hazards and risk concerns [155]. Although some advances in such technologies
working at room temperature have been achieved, there are challenges associated with
lifetime and capacity fading [156].

Table 4. Performance ranges for lithium iron phosphate (LFP), lithium nickel manganese cobalt
(NMC), and lithium nickel aluminum cobalt (NCA) BESSs [6,157].

LFP NMC NCA

Energy density (Wh/kg) 75–190 120–200 140–240

Power density (W/kg) 200–1600 600–2400 600–700

Cell efficiency (%) 88–90 94–95 94–95

Cost (USD/Wh) 300–600 300–600 300–600

Lifetime (cycles) 5000–10,000 500–4000 500–3000

4.2.2. Supercapacitors

Capacitors are well-known devices that store energy through electric fields, reacting
as a low-pass filter with short reaction times. Despite having low energy density, superca-
pacitors have high power density, short charge/discharge cycles, and long life [158,159].
Given those characteristics, supercapacitors are suitable for high-power, low-energy peaks,
providing availability during voltage dips or short interruptions [139].

4.2.3. Thermal Energy Storage Systems

In Section 2, we mentioned that a significant share of energy in the mix is dedicated
to producing heat, primarily from fossil fuels. Modern alternatives are under constant
development to produce heat from electricity (building the concept of power-to-heat) or
based on the thermal properties of different materials [160]. On the other hand, heat sources
have long transient responses, leading to slow reaction times and energy loss. To overcome
this challenge, authors [161,162] have mentioned the need for thermal energy storage to
optimize the cycles of the heat energy source. Hence, Ref. [162] highlighted the importance
of thermal energy storage when flexibility is considered. In [141], thermal energy storage
systems were categorized as: active, when the system stores energy through a fluid that
can flow between reservoirs; passive, when the energy storage medium is solid.

4.2.4. Hydrogen Fuel Cells

A hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) is a device that transforms the chemical energy from the
reduction-oxidation reaction of a constant inflow of hydrogen and oxygen into electri-
cal energy. This process occurs in an electrolyte, according to which the fuel cell can be
categorized as alkaline, proton exchange membrane, phosphoric acid, molten carbonate,
or solid oxide [163]. HFCs are combined with electrolyzers to produce and store hydro-
gen. However, the expected lifetime of an HFC is around 5 to 15 years [140], and its
roundtrip efficiency is around 20–35%, both of which are lower than those of other ESS
technologies [164]. The reason is that the overall efficiency includes the fuel cell efficiency
(40–60%) [165] and the electrolyzer efficiency (40–60%) [166]. Efficiencies near 45% were
reported but under specific conditions [167]. Additionally, the EMS requires robust control
strategies to coordinate the HFC and electrolyzer [168], especially if the goal is to minimize
the grid’s impact or provide ancillary services. At the same time, the heat produced by
the fuel cell can be transferred to a thermal load or storage, but further research is still
required [169,170].
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4.2.5. Electric Vehicles

In Section 2.1, electric mobility was mentioned as a suitable alternative for fossil fuels
in transport. In this context, multiple approaches regarding the relationship between
the electrical grid and electric vehicles have been proposed to minimize the effect of the
increasing power demand to supply the energy required to charge the batteries in the EV.
The EV chargers’ power depends on the charging level (Power for levels 3 and 4 depends
on the chargers’ characteristics, but can easily surpass 100 kW [171,172].): between 3.7 kW
(16 A per phase) for level 1 to 22 kW (32 A per phase) for level 2 [173]. When connected
to the charger, the energy between the grid and the EV can flow from the grid to the EV
(G2V) or from the EV to the grid (V2G) [174], following the EMS instructions. However,
estimating the optimal power to whether charge or discharge the battery is a difficult task
if the goal is to simultaneously minimize the charging time and the effect of the charger
on the grid, as not enough data are currently available to make informed decisions in real
time [175–177]. Another critical point to consider is the batteries’ life cycle as an inherent
consequence of the electrification of transport based on batteries. The potential of a second
life for those batteries can be considered for stationary uses, as studied in [178].

4.3. Current Status on Combined Energy Storage Systems

In Section 4.2, energy storage systems were presented, and numerous combinations
can be obtained to face different challenges, as reported in Table 5. This section analyzes
the results of combining two or more of the previous systems, indicating the advantages
and individual contributions to the overall result.

The combination of BESSs and supercapacitors connected to a PV installation was
studied by [179–181], where their compatibility was demonstrated regarding reaction times,
power, and energy supply. The supercapacitor smooths the short, high-power peaks in this
arrangement, whereas the battery supplies power during longer intervals. This effect has
multiple advantages in electrical systems that can be obtained through different topologies.
An individual converter for the supercapacitor and the BESS produced better results, as the
voltage in the DC line does not directly affect each storage device’s voltages [180,181].

Supercapacitors were also studied with hydrogen fuel cells (including electrolyzers), com-
monly using the supercapacitor as an auxiliary source to compensate transient events [182–184],
using different topologies, according to the application. For instance, Ref. [183] utilized
supercapacitors as a secondary power source in a fuel cell system to protect it against sud-
den variations in current, increasing the life of the fuel cell. A hybrid converter for electric
vehicles, using a proton exchange membrane fuel cell and supercapacitor, was proposed
by [184]. Fuel cells and supercapacitors were also combined with wind energy [185] and
PV [186] to supply fast variations in the load power that the fuel cell cannot.

To minimize the curtailments of RESs, Ref. [187] developed a deep learning algorithm to
optimally size and operate an alkaline water electrolyzer and a BESS. The results showed a
decrease of 97% in the curtailed power, with a return on investment shorter than five years.
In [188], multiple microgrids (with an HFC, electrolyzer, BESS, and PV) were studied while
working in parallel in a low-voltage AC system, using a constant reference inverse droop
control method to solve the problem of the impedance differences. Their results showed an im-
provement in the power distribution and the response speed when the load suddenly changed.

Electric vehicles actively participate in energy exchange; therefore, the chargers’ operation
must be optimized to avoid significant effects on the grid. Including a BESS provides a solution,
creating a demand response scheme, which controls the chargers’ high load, as proposed
in [189] and demonstrated in [190], where a 138% reduction in transformer overloading was
achieved owing to an appropriate BESS size. Likewise, including an EV in a system can
decrease the required size of the BESS to provide services to the grid [191], even when an HFC
is also included as part of a hybrid energy storage system [192].

Thermal energy storage systems can also work alongside other energy storage systems.
As demonstrated [193], an electric, thermal, and gas coupling was tested using the IEEE
18-bus distribution system, resulting in an energy-sharing scenario that allowed saving energy
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by sharing with other participants. In [194], BESS and TESS were simulated together to
simplify the management of MG and enhance the BESS lifetime, increasing the BESS lifetime
by 74% compared with that of a model that did not consider its aging. A more complex
MCES was studied [195], where a combined heat and power microgrid was controlled
through a mixed-integer linear programming-based energy management model on an MPC
framework. The microgrid included a natural gas fuel cell, a boiler, a TESS, wind turbines,
PV generators, and a BESS. The results showed an economic improvement regarding the
system behavior when supplying electric and thermal loads; however, the thermal system
was fossil-fuel-based.

Most of the literature is related to the behavior of electrical systems coupled together,
with few implementations of TESs in comparison. The most common couple at the multi-
carrier level (electric and thermal systems) is through heat pumps. Based on the tolerance
levels of the habitants of the studied buildings, heat pumps can provide flexibility to the net-
work through ancillary services such as demand response and direct load control [196–198],
without relying on thermal energy storage. Moreover, the TESs are primarily implemented
at the community level [199–201]. Therefore, research on how multiple electrical and
thermal storage devices couple would provide valuable insights into the energy transition,
particularly at a lower level than communal systems.

Table 5. Reported implementations of ancillary services through multicarrier energy storage systems.

System
Architecture Detail Results Ref.

PV + BESS +
TESS

Three load-shifting strategies were proposed to control an
islanded multicarrier microgrid in Abu Dhabi, UAE, including
demand response management.

The coordination of charge and discharge of the
different ESSs, combined with PV regulation,
allowed the implementation of demand response
management, with cooling loads shifted due to the
TESS and curtailed, if needed, to supply the power
demand within the network.

[202]

PV + BESS +
TESS + EV +
CHP

A multicarrier energy system was tested with heat and electrical
load data from a hospital in Okinawa, Japan, to minimize the
annual costs while increasing the system’s resilience.

The system successfully reduced the costs while
providing a more resilient system against grid
blackouts, regardless of the seasonal variability,
and with an acceptable life cycle performance, also
showing compatibility with demand response
management.

[203]

PV + wind +
concentrating
solar power +
BESS + TESS

The optimal capacities of BESS and TESS for a multicarrier energy
system in north China were determined, considering curtailment
and operative constraints.

The obtained capacities of BESS and TESS showed
annual profits of USD 4.95 million, considering a
generation price of 0.094 USD/kWh, with an
annual curtailment rate lower than 5%.

[204]

PV + BESS +
TESS

A study of BESS and TESS as sources of flexibility was performed
in Victoria, Australia, considering cost minimization and electric
self-sufficiency. The influence of electricity price signals was also
taken into account.

The multicarrier energy system showed optimal
results when the objective was cost reduction.
Most of the revenue was from the PV + BESS
coupling, given the thermal load considered, as it
allowed energy arbitrage and demand response
management. On the other hand, self-sufficiency
did not show economic benefits or flexibility
options.

[205]

PV + wind +
diesel
generation +
BESS + TESS

To size the optimal BESS and TESS, data from a greenhouse with
a microgrid in Iran were used to simulate an islanded condition
in case of disconnection from the grid.

Once the microgrid was islanded, the BESS
supported the frequency shifts. Moreover,
the combination of BESS and TESS resulted in a
reduction of 19% of the costs compared with only
the BESS being implemented.

[206]

BESS + TESS +
CHP + chiller +
boiler +
spinning
reserve

An artificial neural network fed with data from a shopping mall
in Bangkok, Thailand, was used to create a load forecast strategy
that reduced the operative costs when implemented in a
multicarrier energy system.

The numerical results showed a reduction of
12.52% in the total operating cost compared with a
similar EMS without BESS and spinning reserve
when implementing the direct load management
strategy.

[207]
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Table 5. Cont.

System
Architecture Detail Results Ref.

PV + BESS +
solar heat
exchanger +
boiler

A residential area with centralized PV and solar heat exchangers
was simulated using electrical, cooling, and thermal load data to
study the effect of combining electrical and thermal storage to
minimize the energy purchase costs. Constraints included energy
balance, electricity price, capacity, and charge and discharge
power of the BESS.

The results showed a 15% reduction in the total
energy costs bought from the utilities due to the
PV generation and energy arbitrage,
without compromising the demand.

[208]

Photovoltaic–
thermal +
TESS

A centralized photovoltaic–thermal system combined with a
community-level TESS was simulated for an energy network in
The Netherlands to determine the optimal size of the TESS to
reduce costs and CO2 emissions when considering thermal,
cooling, and electrical loads.

The results showed reductions in annual costs of
between 10.5% and 31.9%, and in CO2 emissions
of between 14.9% and 47.8%, depending on the
demand analyzed: heating, heating, and cooling,
or heating, cooling, and electrical.

[209]

5. Discussion

Investments in RESs are growing worldwide to meet sustainability targets. Addition-
ally, RES’s versatility in the power range, increasing efficiency and reliability, and sub-
stantial cost reduction encourage those investments. Despite this, grid operators are not
prepared for their large-scale effects. Large deployments result in adverse phenomena
on the electrical network, creating uncertainties in voltage, frequency, and stability, as ex-
plained in Section 2.2 and summarized in Table 2. To address these challenges, the typical
solutions require significant upgrades of the electrical systems’ infrastructure, highlighting
network reinforcements or energy trade, increasing costs, and reducing the revenue in
the mid and long terms. Instead, cooperative schemes with the prosumers, who actively
participate in the energy exchange, may add value if considered.

Simultaneously, the energy regulations were not initially designed to consider dis-
tributed generation, but the emerging policies encourage the usage of RESs. This mis-
alignment results in governance barriers to the adequate deployment of RES projects,
regardless of the power scale, because RES penetration is growing faster than the regulatory
framework is developing. Especially at the distribution level, DG intensifies the technical
challenges, given the stochasticity of the energy flow, and the energy market is affected.
The price is updated almost in real time, urging new, progressive, and more flexible busi-
ness models in the supply chain. Furthermore, strategies promote the electrification of
heating and transport, increasing the power demand but decreasing the predictability of its
behavior. The result is an even more complex power flow in an already congested network.

Energy storage can become the core of the energy transition if prosumers and DSOs
collaborate through ancillary services. Numerous successful implementations of ancil-
lary services can be found in the literature. In Table 3, we provide a representative list.
After analyzing those cases, we found that including ESSs within the distributed genera-
tors reduces the voltage and frequency effects caused on the grid by the RESs, therefore
enhancing the outcome of DG, as the ESSs provide the inertia RES undersupply to the
grid (voltage control and frequency balancing). Furthermore, when ESSs are included
in the DG systems, it is possible to provide support if an EMS controls the power flow
according to the network requirements. There are three ways the DG system can support
the grid: it can control its power factor to control the reactive power consumed or injected
(reactive power control), reduce the power demanded from the grid at a particular moment
(peak shaving, congestion management, demand response, and direct load management),
as well as bidirectionally regulate the energy exchange with the grid (energy arbitrage).
Depending on their nature, different energy storage devices can provide different services
to the grid. However, combining their advantages into a more robust system is possible
when working together in a multicarrier energy storage system. Nonetheless, increasing
the number of ESSs in MCESSs involves more complex requirements for modeling and
simulation, especially if multiple energy carriers are considered.
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At the multicarrier level, the state-of-the-art literature highlights MCESSs as a promis-
ing alternative for prosumers to become ancillary services providers [210]. Although more
studies on the behavior of electrical and thermal storage systems interaction are still re-
quired to fully understand their joint operation, the results shown in Table 5 support the
hypothesis that the coupling between them would allow better control of the system’s
overall behavior. Considering that heating systems are required, it is safe to assume that
the system is affected by seasonal variations. The time frames with a more significant
need for heat coincide with the months with less PV availability. Therefore, under those
conditions, options such as TESS and HFC can support the electrical system to provide
heat without considerably increasing the power demand during cold seasons (it is consid-
ered an electrical source of heat, such as a heat pump.). According to the EMS, when the
generation surpasses the consumption, energy can be stored in a BESS if required in the
short term or used to produce thermal energy and hydrogen for long-term storage [168].
At the same time, if the surplus power produced by the DG is locally consumed through
an electrolyzer, through a heat pump, or stored in a BESS, there will be less congestion on
the network, as the energy injected into the grid can be coordinated according with the
grid requirements.

It would be compelling to analyze how MCESS can provide ancillary services and,
therefore, flexibility to the grid. In this regard, Table 5 presents a summary of recent studies
of how multicarrier energy storage systems can contribute to diminishing the impact of
DGs on electrical networks. The results suggest that energy arbitrage can be combined
with demand response management or direct load control. The charge of BESSs or TESSs
can be scheduled to purchase the energy during cheaper timeframes as an energy arbitrage
strategy. At the same time, the power used to charge the ESSs during those timeframes can
vary, in response to the congestion with demand response and direct load control strategies,
to reduce their contribution to the grid congestion. Peak shaving can also be used with
energy arbitrage or congestion management. Unlike demand response control or direct
load control, peak shaving uses ESSs to smooth the peak without translating it to another
moment. Thus, if the energy is purchased during a cheap timeframe and adequately
scheduled for peak shaving, the amount of energy might not change, but its costs will be
reduced as will power demand costs.

The main components of an MCESS are described in Table 6 with the ancillary services
described in Section 3. The categorization is based on the successful implementations
reported in the literature, considering the power and energy requirements and the energy
management required to provide each ancillary service.

As expected, the ancillary services with common operation goals share the required
subsystem on the MCES. Reactive power control, frequency balancing, and voltage control
take advantage of the inverter’s adjustable power factor and power output, allowing it to
provide power during a shortage or inject reactive power in case of unbalances between
phases [60], explaining why the RESs are required. Energy storage devices such as BESSs
or HFCs can also achieve these functions, but it is less likely that their capacity would be
big enough to create an impact. On the other hand, peak shaving and energy arbitrage are
intended to regulate the power and energy purchased from the grid, respectively, requiring
the store of energy. Thus, BESSs play a significant role, as their energy density–price
ratio and reaction time makes them more affordable than HFCs, and as the energy is
stored, it does not depend on weather conditions, as it does in RESs. Supercapacitors
can also considerably contribute to peak shaving due to their power density. However,
their lower energy density makes them unsuitable for operation beyond minutes. EVs
can also provide support. Nevertheless, transportation is the primary goal of the energy
stored in their batteries; therefore, a robust EMS strategy is required to ensure they will
be reasonably charged when the user unplugs them from their charging stations without
creating disturbances in the system.
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Table 6. Role of the elements in a multicarrier energy system when providing ancillary services.

Issues RES
Energy Storage Systems

EV HP
BESS SC HFC 1 TESS

Voltage
issues

Reactive power
control, voltage
control

Congestion
management

Power
curtailment

Energy
arbitrage

Energy
arbitrage

Energy
arbitrage

Energy
arbitrage

Loss of
inertia

Frequency
balancing

Frequency
balancing,
congestion
management

Frequency
balancing,
congestion
management

Rate
variation

Energy
arbitrage,
demand
response
management,
peak shaving

Peak shaving

Energy
arbitrage,
demand
response
management,
direct load
control, peak
shaving

Demand
response
management,
peak shaving

Energy
arbitrage,
demand
response
management,
direct load
control, peak
shaving

Demand
response
management,
direct load
control

Grid
congestion

Congestion
management,
demand
response
management,
peak shaving

Peak shaving

Congestion
management,
demand
response
management,
direct load
control, peak
shaving

Demand
response
management,
peak shaving

Demand
response
management,
direct load
control, peak
shaving

Demand
response
management,
direct load
control

1 Including an electrolyzer.

From the thermal perspective, TESS is indispensable in assisting the heating system.
TESSs can be used to reduce the energy purchased at a particular moment to generate
heat (peak shaving) or to displace the purchase to more convenient timeframes (demand
response management), independent of the heat source (e.g., boiler or heat pump). Due
to the growing interest in electrifying heat production, energy conversion devices, such
as heat pumps, must be considered part of the ancillary services. Such devices also must
be included at the individual level, as most energy networks do not allow sharing of heat
between buildings [209]. HFCs can also generate heat, but this is a side effect of the process
needing improvement to be fully deployed. Furthermore, the implementation costs are a
restriction for now.

Controlling the loads can also be beneficial for the grid, whether the control is based on
the current state of the grid (direct load control) or trends (demand response management).
The EMS orchestrates the power distribution and flows from the grid, loads, and ESSs.
It is crucial to considering that the energy stored can be obtained from the grid. This
consumption needs to be appropriately addressed, as the grid considers it a load. Charging
EVs is also a task that should be coordinated, as mentioned before, due to the high power
the charger can demand, making it a critical load to manage by the EMS if there is any EV
connected to the system at a particular moment.

When considering the interaction of EVs and the grid, both G2V and V2G scenarios can
provide flexibility. G2V can occur either at a constant rate or following a profile determined
by the grid state in a smart grid behaving as a demand response [174]. Moreover, EV
batteries can also be used as BESSs regarding ancillary services, as previously discussed,
assuming the EMS is robust enough. For that reason, EVs can be a solution to reduce the
size of BESSs in the scenario of reactive activity of the BESS (only works when there is
energy consumption), as it is likely that the EV is at home at the same time the energy is
consumed in a household. On the other hand, a more complex sizing methodology must
be followed under more proactive activity.
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Most of the literature reflects the main barriers described by [86]. Because there is
uncertainty in both the amount of energy and power an MCESS can provide to the network
and how the energy network will behave, new regulations are moving slowly. At the same
time, this causes a reaction in the market, as the lack of regulations stops the DSO and TSO
from proposing new business models to include DGs in the energy market as ancillary
services providers, so it is attractive for prosumers to participate. In this regard, more
research is needed to understand how the combined reaction of distributed MCESSs will
affect the energy exchange between the DSO and the prosumers, as proposed by several
authors [12,66,90], and the aging of the BESS [88]. In this way, innovative business models
can be proposed to accelerate a collaborative energy transition.

Accurate models to predict DG power production are crucial for their adequate in-
clusion on the distribution grid to provide ancillary services. Multiple challenges must be
faced to obtain a reliable estimation of the RES potential [211] and to optimally allocate
the power when including storage [212,213]. Different approaches can be considered to
forecast the meteorological resources used by RESs. For instance, Ref. [214] classified the
forecasting models as meteorological, statistical, AI-based, and hybrid (combination of mul-
tiple models). The first two were traditionally used before more robust AI-based models
were computationally possible. It was found that individual AI models had accuracies of
around 10%, whereas hybrid models achieved accuracies near 5% of error in exchange for
more computational resources and more extensive datasets. When considering storage also,
the computational cost substantially increases for both the sizing of the components [215]
and control of the energy flow [212,213], especially if the system considers more than one
type of storage [216,217].

It is noteworthy that accurate models to predict DG power production are crucial for
their adequate inclusion in the distribution grid to provide ancillary services. Multiple
challenges must be faced to obtain a reliable estimation of the RES potential and to optimally
allocate the power when including storage. Different approaches can be considered to
forecast the meteorological resources used by RESs.

6. Conclusions

We investigated how energy storage systems can minimize the adverse phenomena
caused by DGs on the grid. Energy storage systems from different carriers were analyzed,
identifying the ancillary services they can provide. The documented outcomes suggest that
when ESSs provide ancillary services, the result is a more flexible and cooperative network.
Finally, the state-of-the-art multicarrier energy storage systems were presented as a more
robust solution to combine multiple ancillary services, maximizing their advantages.

It was highlighted that an increase in noninertial, weather-dependant RESs (such as
PV and wind) alone would not be enough to keep track of the upcoming demand trend,
especially as EVs and heating electrification become more common in households. However,
adding multicarrier storage systems to the network (centralized, local, or distributed) is
a promising solution to increase the flexibility the system requires to counteract their
variability. Numerous cases of implementation of ancillary services using energy storage
systems were mentioned and analyzed. We found that HFCs and BESSs can provide more
ancillary services among the ESSs studied. Implementation costs and efficiency limit the
first, whereas the second is limited to electric carriers. From the thermal perspective, TESSs
and HPs can be combined to optimally produce and store thermal energy. In this sense,
as the heat pump acts as an energy conversion device, it couples the thermal and electrical
systems, thus expanding the opportunities to provide ancillary services.

Hence, flexibility is the core of successful DG deployments. A cooperative scheme
where prosumers offer ancillary services to the DSOs may contribute to controlling the
effects of DGs on the grid and achieving a more robust and resilient network. This scheme
creates a win-win scenario for DSOs and prosumers, incentivizing the prosumers to support
the grid in exchange for rates that allow them to recover their investments. The literature
proves that implementing ancillary services with a single carrier can reduce costs. Fur-
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thermore, combining different carriers also allows more efficient energy usage, as it can
conveniently be converted from one carrier to another.

Distribution system operators can use distributed generation and storage to address
stability issues. Distributed systems owners would find such collaboration attractive if
ancillary services are included in the regulatory framework and new tariffs are proposed
for them to use their assets to support the grid. Among those services are reactive power
control, frequency balancing, voltage control, and congestion management, as their effect is
at the distribution lines level. On the other hand, energy arbitrage, peak shaving, demand
response management, and direct load control focus on the amount and manner the user
consumes power and energy. Their implementation can lead to economic advantages.
However, it requires robust control algorithms for the EMS, especially when the number of
elements increases, creating opportunities for further work to determine if the same system
can provide multiple ancillary services or if there are mutually exclusive combinations.

Further work should be conducted to quantify the flexibility effects of the ancillary
services provided by MCESSs in the distribution networks, as such indicators were not
found. Models can be built to estimate them, and living laboratories can be implemented
to validate their benefits and investigate their implementation into automatic generation
control software at different scales, e.g., centralized or aggregated. Moreover, aggregation
strategies are needed to coordinate individual MCESS owners to provide collective support
to the distribution network. The results of such studies will be crucial for a multidis-
ciplinary regulatory framework. Finally, new business models must be investigated to
incorporate the ancillary services into the current energy market, establishing clear tariffs
for those services. Additionally, the aging effects caused by providing ancillary services
would provide insight for long-term studies.
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BESS Battery Energy Storage System
CHP Combined Heat and Power
DG Distributed Generation
DR Demand Response
DSO Distribution System Operators
EMS Energy Management Systems
ESS Energy Storage Systems
EV Electric Vehicle
G2V Grid-to-vehicle
HFC Hydrogen Fuel Cell
HP Heat Pump
HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LCOS Levelized Cost of Storage
MCES Multicarrier Energy System
MCESS Multicarrier Energy Storage System
PSH Pumped Storage Hydro
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RES Renewable Energy Sources
SC Supercapacitor
TESS Thermal Energy Storage System
TSO Transmission System Operators
V2G Vehicle-to-Grid
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